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The stability of localized corrosion cavities such as pits is deter-
mined by whether the dissolving surface inside the cavity can be
passivated by formation of an oxide film. The process of oxide film
formation is therefore of fundamental importance to all types of
localized corrosion phenomena. Many observations have been made
about conditions which promote dissolution vs. passivation in pits.1
Acidic pit solutions are necessary to prevent precipitation of oxide in
the cavity solution.2 High concentrations of aggressive anions such
as chloride are also considered to be important to maintain dissolu-
tion.1 Empirically, pits corrode freely only when the potential is
more anodic than the critical repassivation potential, which is found
to be a function of the aggressive anion concentration.3-5
These inferences about factors controlling oxide film formation
have been taken from electrochemical measurements of the corrosion
current on surfaces containing one or more pits. Direct observations
of the microscopic details of oxide film formation are much more
difficult, and few have been reported. For example, it is not known
whether the film covers the dissolving surface as a front, or else
forms as patches by two-dimensional nucleation, or by precipitation
from the solution phase. These observations about the geometry of
passivation would be relevant to the mechanism of the process, but
are hindered by the typically high dissolution rate of the metal sur-
face in the corrosion cavity, its small size, and the remoteness of its
location. Interpretation of these observations would also be difficult,
since the high dissolution rate also produces large concentration and
potential gradients in the pit solution, such that identification of the
local chemical driving force for passivation is a challenge.
Many of these typical problems with investigations of passivation
can be avoided in studies of aluminum etch tunnels, making this phe-
nomenon very attractive for fundamental characterizations of oxide
film formation in corrosion pits. Tunnels are a geometrically unique
variety of corrosion pit formed by anodic etching in chloride solu-
tions at temperatures higher than about 608C. Alwitt et al. describe
phenomenological aspects of tunnel growth.6 Tunnels widths are on
the order of 1 mm, and they can grow to lengths of 100 mm. Disso-
lution proceeds from a tunnel’s end, or tip surface, at equivalent cur-
rent densities of 2-25 A/cm2. Tunnels are oriented in the crystallo-
graphic <100> directions in the metal, and the dissolving tip surface
is a smooth (100) plane. The flat dissolving surface at all tunnel
lengths shows that the dissolution rate is uniform on the tip. There is
no detectable dissolution on a tunnel’s sidewalls during its growth,
and since the tunnel width is either constant or a slowly decreasing
function of depth, the passivity of the sidewalls extends to the end of
the tunnel. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show that
the transition between tip and sidewall orientations occurs over a dis-
tance smaller than 100 nm. The large decrease of corrosion rate over
this small distance is explained by the presence of a surface oxide
film on the walls which does not cover the dissolving tip. Dissolu-
tion causes the tip to recede and new sidewall surface to be exposed,
which evidently is rapidly passivated by oxide.
Passivation of the dissolving tip surfaces in tunnels can be in-
duced in a controlled fashion by manipulation of the applied current
during galvanostatic etching, and the progress of passivation then
inferred from microscopic observations.6-9 Tak et al. found that the
initial effect of step reductions of applied current is to passivate por-
tions of the interior of the tip surface, such that only small patches
of dissolving area remain.7,8 At later times, all but one of these
patches passivate. Hebert and Alkire modulated the applied current
by sawtooth waves rather than by steps.9 They found that tunnel
widths decrease continuously during the decreasing current ramp
portion of these waveforms. Apparently, the ramps induce passiva-
tion only around the perimeter of the dissolving tip surface, rather
than on its interior as in experiments with current steps. 
Despite the highly concentrated solutions in tunnels, transport
models can be readily constructed because the tunnel solution is
approximately an AlCl3 binary electrolyte, the tunnel geometry can
be treated as one-dimensional, and transport is well approximated by
steady-state diffusion and migration.10-12 Tak showed that the dri-
ving force for passivation is a surface overpotential, in this paper
denoted the “repassivation overpotential” hR, defined as the differ-
ence between the potential at the dissolving surface and the empiri-
cal repassivation potential ER.7,8 ER depends on the chloride con-
centration at the dissolving surface according to
ER 5 E 0R 2 B log Ct [1]
In the current step experiments, hR falls quickly to a minimum in a
time of about 0.1 ms after the step, and then relaxes in a few hundred
milliseconds to its initial value. Tak showed that the fraction of the
tip area passivated increases linearly as the minimum hR becomes
more negative, and that the period when patches passivate one-by-
one is the same as the hR relaxation time. Further, the time of less
than 1 ms in which passivation occurs is much smaller than the time
needed for the diffusion to change the solution composition at the
tip. This suggests that hR is the fundamental variable controlling pas-
sivation, as opposed to factors related to solution composition alone,
such as chloride concentration or pH. Calculations of hR during
steady tunnel growth at constant applied current show that it remains
smaller than 1 mV, for tunnel up to at least 15 mm in length.12 Thus,
the tips of all growing tunnels are poised at a potential close to ER.
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Aluminum etch tunnels are micrometer-wide corrosion pits with large length-width aspect ratios, in which dissolution proceeds
from the tip or end surfaces, while the sidewalls are covered by oxide films. The dynamics of oxide film passivation in etch tun-
nels has been investigated using decreasing current ramps superimposed on the otherwise constant applied current during anodic
etching in 1 N HCl at 708C. The ramps cause the dissolving area on the tip to be continuously reduced by passivation around its
perimeter. Analysis of potential transients along with tunnel width profiles shows that two additive processes contribute to the pas-
sivation rate, expressed as the rate of decrease of actively dissolving area: a potential-dependent Tafel-type kinetic expression and
a term proportional to the time derivative of the potential. The potential driving force is the “repassivation overpotential,” the dif-
ference between the potential at the dissolving surface and the repassivation potential there. The kinetic model for passivation is
consistent with both potential transients and tunnel width profiles, over a range of current ramp rates. The rate-controlling step of
passivation is considered to be potential-dependent removal of chloride ions from the dissolving surface.
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Tak and Hebert suggested that hR controls the adsorption of chlo-
ride ions on the dissolving surface whose presence shields the surface
from passivating water molecules.8 Recently, evidence for adsorbate
layers on various dissolving metal surfaces has been found by scan-
ning tunneling microscopy (STM). Itaya and co-workers found or-
dered adsorbed layers of I on Pd, Ag, and Ni, as well as S on Ni, dur-
ing dissolution processes.13-16 Interestingly, the presence of the I
layer on Pd and the S layer on Ni suppressed oxide passivation of
these surfaces. Suggs and Bard, Vogt et al., and Wan and Itaya all
observed ordered chloride layers on Cu which remained on the sur-
face during dissolution.17-21 In all these examples, dissolution is
found to proceed at surface steps.
In the present work, current ramps rather than current steps are
used to initiate passivation. Ramps produce passivation around the
perimeter of the dissolving tunnel tip, as opposed to the step experi-
ments in which oxide forms in the interior of the tip.9 Thus, ramps
better simulate the type of passivation which occurs during the “nat-
ural” growth of tunnels at constant applied current, and the present
kinetic measurements should be applicable to mathematical models of
tunnel shape. The progress of passivation during current ramps is
inferred by analysis of SEM images of tunnel shapes, and the repas-
sivation overpotential driving force for passivation is determined from
experimental potential transients. On the basis of these measurements,
a kinetic model for passivation in etch tunnels is developed. The
model seeks to reconcile the different morphology of oxide coverage
in step vs. ramp experiments, and also attempts to further illuminate
the physical and chemical processes which control passivation.
Experimental
The experimental materials, apparatus, and procedures were
nearly the same as those described by Wiersma et al.22 and Tak
et al.7 The aluminum foils used for etching were annealed, 99.98%
pure, 100 mm thick, and their grain size is typically 100 mm (sup-
plied by KDK Corp., Takahagi, Japan). Since tunnels penetrate the
foil thickness without changing direction, it is apparent that the
depth of grains is 100 mm. The foils were pretreated before etching
by immersion in 1 N NaOH at room temperature for 10 min, which
had been found to enhance uniformity of the distribution of tunnel
lengths and widths. Etching was carried out using a controlled anod-
ic current, in 1 N HCl solution at 708C. The foil was placed in a glass
holder exposing a circular area of 5 cm2 on one side. The counter
electrode was a Pt wire bent into a hoop and fixed in position on the
exposed side of the holder. The reference electrode (Ag/AgCl/4 N
KCl type, Fisher) was placed behind the holder and away from the
current path between the working and counter electrodes. This elec-
trode arrangement is meant to promote reproducibility of the cell
ohmic resistance between experiments, and a uniform distribution of
tunnels along the foil surface. Experiments consisted of applying a
constant current of 40 mA/cm2 for 5 s, and then initiating a decreas-
ing current ramp. The ramp time and rate were experimental vari-
ables. Ramp rates of 10, 20, 40, 60, and 100 mA/cm2-s were used.
Etching current was supplied by a potentiostat/galvanostat (EG&G
PAR 273) and the potential recorded using a voltmeter (Keithley
194A) interfaced to a personal computer. The morphology of tunnels
was observed using the oxide replication technique developed by
Dunn and Bolon.23 The etched surface was anodized at 4 mA/cm2 in
1.4 g/L ammonium phosphate solution to form a 70-75 V (80-90 nm
thick) anodic oxide film, followed by dissolution of the aluminum
metal in a solution of 10% Br2 in methanol. The remaining oxide
film was a replica of the tunnel morphology, and was sputter coated
with gold for SEM observation. Further experimental details are pro-
vided by Sinha.24
Results and Discussion
Tunnel morphology during current ramps.—For the etchant bath
composition and temperature used here, tunnels maintain a constant
width for short etch times less than 10 s.7 The current ramp causes the
tunnel width to taper, as demonstrated by Fig. 1. The taper is due to
the continuous encroachment of the dissolving tunnel tip surface by
oxide film during the ramp time. The flat texture and orientation of
the dissolving tip surface are unchanged by the ramp. This indicates
that new oxide film does not form on the interior of the tip surface,
but only along its edge. This mode of passivation, in which oxide cov-
erage proceeds from the leading edge of the film on the tunnel side-
wall, is similar to that during tunnel growth at constant current.
The metal dissolution rate during the ramp is found by measur-
ing the effect of ramp time on the length of the tapered section. Fig-
ure 2 shows that the tunnel length increases at a constant rate during
the ramp. The dissolution velocity obtained from the slope of Fig. 2
is 2.2 mm/s. The same velocity was found previously at these etch-
ing conditions by three measurements: extension of tunnel length at
constant applied current6; wavelengths of tunnel width modulations
induced by a periodically variable etching current9; and transient
dissolution after step current reductions.7 This mutual agreement
Figure 1. Example of an SEM of an oxide replica of an etch tunnel after
experiments with a decreasing current ramp. Ramp rate 10 mA/cm2-s, ramp
time 2 s, 5 s at constant current (40 mA/cm2) before ramp.
Figure 2. Increase of tunnel length during ramp as a function of ramp time.
Current ramp rate is 10 mA/cm2-s. Solid line is a regression fit to the data and
has a slope of 2.17 mm/s.
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shows that the dissolution rate is unchanged by the application of
current ramp or step reductions during etching.
During the ramps, the etching current can be adjusted not only by
passivation, as suggested by Fig. 1, but also through variation of the
rates of other processes such as cathodic hydrogen evolution, pit
nucleation, and tunnel death. The significance of effects due to these
other current sources is evaluated by comparing tunnel width pro-
files with current balance calculations, which assume that the frac-
tional reduction of tip area at a given time is the same as the frac-
tional reduction of applied current at that time. The current balance
calculation of the width is
[2]
Figure 3 shows the width profiles of several tunnels from experi-
ments with ramp rates of 10 and 20 mA/cm2-s, where the dashed
lines represent Eq. 2. While the data in Fig. 3 are limited, they
demonstrate the following: (i) the passivation rate, as indicated by
the width decrease during the ramp, is not the same in different tun-
nels on a surface, but appears to increase with tunnel width; (ii) the
width decrease of small tunnels is larger than the current balance cal-
culation, but that of wide tunnels approaches the calculation closely.
This nonuniform behavior is understandable, since depending on the
passivation mechanism, the width dependence of the passivation rate
may not enable Eq. 2 to be enforced in individual tunnels. Thus, the
current balance would be approached most closely by the widest tun-
nels, which dominate the overall electrode current due to the depen-
dence of the tunnel current on the square of the width. Since Fig. 3
is consistent with this expectation, there is no evidence that process-
es other than passivation contribute significantly to the current de-
crease during the ramp.
Potential transients during current ramps.—Potential transients
during the current ramps are shown in Fig. 4. All experimental
potential transients shown in the paper are corrected for the cell
ohmic resistance of 2.17 V-cm2. 22 This value had been obtained
from slopes of steady-state current-potential curves during etching,
which were proportional to the etchant conductivity as well as con-
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sistent with the theoretically calculated cell ohmic resistance. The
transients in Fig. 4a were measured in experiments where the current
was reduced from 40 to 0 mA/cm2. Generally, the potential at first
decreases at an approximately constant rate, which becomes smaller
after a time. When the current is small, the potential begins to de-
crease rapidly once again. The average slope of the potential tran-
sient is more negative for larger ramp rates. 
The variability of transients for a given ramp rate is illustrated by
Fig. 4b. The initial potential varies through a range of about 50 mV.
The transients in Fig. 4b suggest that the overall slope of the transients
at a given ramp rate is correlated with the initial potential: smaller
Figure 3. Comparison of measured tunnel widths during current ramps with
current balance calculations. Symbols are width data and lines calculated val-
ues. Solid lines and solid symbols represent 20 mA/cm2-s experiments and
dashed lines and open symbols 10 mA/cm2-s experiments.
Figure 4. Potential transients during current ramps. (a, top) Effect of ramp
rate on transients. Parameter is current ramp rate in mA/cm2-s. (b, bottom)
Several transients for a ramp rate of 20 mA/cm2-s. Potentials are corrected
using the measured value of the cell ohmic resistance.
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slopes are found in transients with more negative initial potentials.
Sinha provides a fuller demonstration of this trend, using transients
from a larger number of experiments.24 One possible explanation for
it is variability of the cell ohmic resistance between experiments. A
larger-than-normal ohmic resistance would increase both the initial
potential and the slope of the potential transient. The cell resistance
measurements cited above indicate that the cell ohmic resistance
varies about its mean value with a standard deviation of 0.38 V-cm2
(18% of the mean resistance).22 While an effort was made to maintain
the same geometric arrangement of electrodes in the cell, small
changes in electrode placement from one experiment to the next could
account for both this scatter, and also the variability of the transients
in Fig. 4b. For this reason, the variation of the cell resistance from the
value of 2.17 V-cm2 is included in the model as a parameter, denoted
R9V. The standard deviation of the fit values of this parameter is later
compared with the expected value of 0.38 V-cm2.
Interpretation of the potential measurements requires that they be
related to the repassivation overpotential hR, defined above as the
potential measured with a reference electrode at the tip, relative to the
repassivation potential for the solution present at the tip. Since the
measurement of the potential uses a reference electrode in the bulk
solution, it is necessary to determine the potential difference between
reference electrodes in the bulk solution and at the tip. For calculation
purposes, this potential difference is divided into several parts. One
component is the potential drop between the bulk solution and the
tunnel mouth, equivalent to the cell ohmic drop. Another is the “liq-
uid junction potential” ELJ, the potential drop between the tunnel
mouth and tip. To simplify the calculation of ELJ, a virtual Ag/AgCl
reference electrode is assumed with the AgCl layer in direct contact
with the local solution. The use of such a virtual electrode avoids the
calculation of the potential drop across the glass membrane of the
experimental Ag/AgCl/4 N KCl reference electrode. ELJ may then be
calculated using the method described by Newman25
[3]
The first term on the right side of the second equality represents the
ohmic overpotential inside tunnels, and the second term is the con-
centration overpotential of the Ag/AgCl electrode. An additional
potential drop must be added to the cell ohmic drop and ELJ, name-
ly, ERE, the potential difference between the virtual Ag/AgCl refer-
ence electrode and the experimental Ag/AgCl/4 N KCl electrode,
measured in the bulk solution. The relation between hR and the
potential E is then
hR 5 E 2 iaR9V 2 ERE 2 ELJ 2 ER(Ct) [4]
where ER(Ct) is the repassivation potential at the solution composi-
tion at the tunnel tip, as measured with an Ag/AgCl reference elec-
trode. In Eq. 4, iaR9V, ERE, and ER(Ct) can in principle be obtained
experimentally, while ELJ can be calculated using a transport model.
E is the potential corrected using the measured cell ohmic resistance,
and R9V represents the deviation of the true resistance from the meas-
ured value.
For convenience, the model equations developed below are given
in terms of not hR, but Et, defined as the potential corrected for true
cell ohmic drop, i.e., Et 5 E 2 iaR9V. It can be demonstrated that hR
and Et are equivalent to a good approximation. From Eq. 4
Et 5 hR 1 ER(Cb) 1 ERE 1 [ELJ 1 ER(Ct) 2 ER(Cb)] [5]
In the Appendix, the bracketed terms on the right side are calculated
using a mass transport model. During current ramps as fast as
40 mA/cm2-s, it is shown that the sum of these terms is no greater
than 2 mV. Hence, the error due to the neglect of these terms is sig-
nificantly smaller than the potential variations during the transients
(Fig. 4). Et is then equivalent to hR augmented by the two additive
constant terms ER(Cb) and ERE, and may be used as a kinetic driving
force for passivation.
E
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Development of mathematical model for potential transients.—In
Fig. 5, the potential transients from Fig. 4a are plotted as current-
potential curves, which are directly compared with that from the step
experiments.8 The current is plotted on the abscissa as the fraction of
the initial current. According to Fig. 3 and Eq. 2, this is approxi-
mately the same as the fraction of tip area not yet passivated. Thus,
moving from right to left, the fractional tip area passivated increas-
es from zero to one. The potential is shown as the potential decrease
during the ramp. The line for the step experiments is supported by
additional data not shown at smaller current fractions. 
Figure 5 shows that, at early ramp times, all the ramp experiments,
regardless of ramp rate, follow the same linear current-potential rela-
tionship as the step experiments. This initial period will be referred to
as region 1. In region 1, the fraction of the initial tip surface area pas-
sivated is a linear function of the potential, and is independent of
either the passivation rate, or whether the current reduction is in the
form of a ramp or a step. Interestingly, however, during the ramps,
passivation occurs only at the periphery of the dissolving surface,
while in the step experiments portions of the interior of the tip are pas-
sivated. Thus, the morphology of passivation, but not the amount of
area passivated, depends on the type of current reduction experiment.
The end of region 1 corresponds to a fractional current reduction
of approximately 0.15. At this point, the slopes of the potential tran-
sients of ramp experiments decrease, and the current-potential
curves diverge from the common line. The curves enter a region
(region 2) where the lines for different ramp rates are separated.
Generally, more negative potentials tend to be associated with faster
ramps, but this trend is not rigorously followed. It is noted, though,
that this trend can be partially “scrambled” by the expected varia-
tions of the cell ohmic resistance between experiments. The current-
potential curves in region 2 are approximately linear up to fraction-
al current reductions of about 0.8, at which point the potential begins
to decrease sharply with current. 
Important information about the passivation process during the
ramp is conveyed by the behavior illustrated by Fig. 5. The straight
Figure 5. Plots of applied current density vs. potential for the ramp experi-
ments in Fig. 4a, along with the plot of dissolution current density vs. poten-
tial from the current step reduction experiments of Tak and Hebert.8 Parame-
ter is current ramp rate in mA/cm2-s. Solid lines and dashed line represent
ramp and step experiments, respectively. Symbols represent some of the data
from current step experiments, from which the dashed line was determined
by regression. Potentials are corrected using the measured value of the cell
ohmic resistance.
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line obeyed by the step experiments implies a linear relation between
actively dissolving area and the potential driving force for passivation
[6]
where the constant ks has a value 7.94 V21.8 Since this equation is
also obeyed in region 1 of the current-potential curves for the ramp
experiments, a relationship for dA/dt in region 1 may be obtained by
differentiating Eq. 6 with respect to time
[7]
Thus, at early times, while w(t) is still approximately the same as the
initial tunnel width w0, the slope of the current-potential curve
should be constant, as in Fig. 5. 
According to Eq. 7, the rate of change of active area is propor-
tional to the active area at a given time. This implies that the process
which results in passivation can occur anywhere on the dissolving tip
surface. On the other hand, the final outcome of passivation is the
formation of oxide film on the outer edge of the tip. An explanation
for this apparent paradox, as well as the different morphology ob-
served in step and ramp experiments, might be given in terms of a
chloride adlayer on the tunnel tip needed to maintain dissolution. In
ramp experiments, chloride ions desorb from the interior of the dis-
solving surface, after which the resulting vacancies in the adsorbed
layer diffuse to the edge of the tunnel tip. “Bare” metal surface un-
protected by a chloride adlayer accumulates at the edge of the tip
surface, where it is passivated by reaction with water. In the step
experiments, a much higher concentration of vacancies would be
formed in the interior of the adlayer, by the large number of nearly
simultaneous desorption events at the time of the step. Owing to
their high concentration, these vacancies would cluster together and
form stable areas of bare surface on the interior of the tip, which are
then passivated. The different morphology of passivation in the step
and ramp experiments would result from the different time scales on
which desorption occurs in these experiments. 
In region 2 of Fig. 5, dA/dt, which is proportional to the ramp rate,
depends on the potential. The dependence of the rate on potential
indicates that, in this region, the decrease of active area is kinetical-
ly activated. It is assumed that reduction of the active area in region
2 results from a distinct chemical process from that which controlled
in region 1, as would be the case if the region 1 and 2 processes
occurred at different sites. While the region 1 process is considered
to occur in the interior of the active tip, the region 2 process is taken
to be localized at its perimeter. In the desorption model, such a
process would be direct desorption of chloride ions from the edge of
the dissolving surface. Desorption at the edge would be energetical-
ly distinct from desorption in the interior of the tip surface, because
the chloride ions have different coordinative environments in the two
kinds of sites; this energetic difference might account for different
kinetic rate laws. dA/dt in region 2 is modeled as
[8]
where the rate is represented by a Tafel expression and has units of
rate of area change per unit length along the perimeter of the tip sur-
face. With the Tafel form of the rate expression, the values of kp, E0,
and a can be chosen such that the contribution of Eq. 8 is not sig-
nificant in region 1, but dominates over that from Eq. 7 in region 2.
While the tunnel tip surface recedes as a result of dissolution,
new sidewall surface is continuously exposed. The passivity of the
tunnel sidewalls shows that this new surface must be rapidly covered
with oxide. At this point, it is necessary to decide whether the initial
state of this new surface is “active” in the sense that it is covered
with a chloride surface layer inhibiting passivation. If the new side-
wall surface is initially active, then it should be included in dA/dt in
Eq. 7 and 8; chloride ions would need to be continuously removed
from the new area to permit its passivation. On the other hand, con-
dA
dt
w t k F
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tinuous “deactivation” of the new sidewall area would not be neces-
sary if it had never been covered with a chloride layer, since the sur-
face would passivate spontaneously upon its exposure. While the
atomic scale dissolution mechanism is not known, the crystallo-
graphic texture of the dissolving surface may suggest a layer-by-
layer process, in which dissolution is localized on steps separating
atomically flat (100) terraces.13-21 The new sidewall surface would
then correspond to the edges of these steps, and as the steps migrate
toward the tunnel sidewalls, the new surface would accumulate
there. In terms this atomic-scale model, the two limiting cases under
consideration would be that chloride ions either adsorb on the step
edges before the steps migrate to the sidewalls, or else the step edges
are free of chloride. 
Because of this uncertainty, it is not clear whether rate of change
of “active” area in Eq. 7 and 8 should include sidewall area newly
generated by dissolution. Hence, two alternative expressions for
dA/dt are considered, and then developed as models for potential
transients. If the new sidewall area is not covered by adsorbed chlo-
ride, the expression
[9]
is used. Note that in this case the rate of change of active area in
Eq. 9 is not equivalent to the rate of area passivated. The passivated
area additionally includes a new sidewall area which had never been
active since it was not covered with a chloride layer. The alternative
to Eq. 9 is that the new surface is active; in this case, the rate of area
passivated and the rate of decrease of active area are the same. The
differential area passivated can then be expressed in terms of the dif-
ferential change in length of the oxide-covered sidewall surface
[10]
where dA is the differential decrease of active area or increase of
passive area, dw is the accompanying decrease of tunnel width, and
vd is the metal dissolution rate. The term on the left side is the dif-
ferential length passivated, which is resolved on the right side into
components along the directions parallel and perpendicular to the
tunnel axis. An expression for dA/dt is obtained by differentiating
Eq. 10 with respect to time
[11]
The validity of either Eq. 9 or 11 is to be judged on the basis of how
well the model resulting from either equation is able to predict the
observed potential transients. 
The models for the potential transients are formulated from cur-
rent balance equations which assume that the contributions from Eq.
7 and 8 are additive. The need for both processes is demonstrated by
noting that if Eq. 8 alone controlled passivation, there would be a
discontinuous jump of the potential when the current ramp is initiat-
ed; hence, Eq. 7 is also needed to explain the continuity of the tran-
sients at this time. Accordingly, Eq. 7 and 8 are added together, and
the result substituted into either Eq. 9 or 11. The tunnel width w is
set by the current balance (Eq. 2). The model based on Eq. 9 is
denoted model A, and that resulting from Eq. 11 is called model B.
The differential equation describing model A is
[12]
The equation for model B is
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[13]
where vR is the current ramp rate divided by the initial current. As
mentioned earlier, the potential E in Eq. 12 and 13 is the potential
after correction for the measured ohmic resistance. E and Et are
related by
Et 5 E 2 ia0(1 2 vRt)R9V [14]
The terms ia0vRR9V in Eq. 12 and 13 come from differentiation of this
equation according to Eq. 7. The potential parameter E0 was arbi-
trarily chosen to be 20.700 V vs. Ag/AgCl/4 N KCl, and w0 was set
to 4.0 mm, representative of the larger tunnel widths. 
Comparison of model predictions with experimental potential
transients and tunnel width profiles.—The three unknown model
parameters are R9V and the kinetic parameters kp and a. For the
potential transients in Fig. 4a, R9V was determined for each transient
from the corresponding current-potential curves in Fig. 5, by mea-
suring the slope of the extended linear portion of the curves in region
2. Since region 2 was most pronounced in the 10 and 20 mA/cm2-s
transients, kp and a were determined from these transients with the
help of a nonlinear optimization algorithm which minimized the
integrated square deviation between the model and the potential
transients.24 R9V could not be calculated directly from the transients
in Fig. 4b because the region 2 portions of these transients are not
sufficiently developed. Thus, once kp and a had been determined
from the transients in Fig. 4a, those in Fig. 4b were fit to the model
by allowing the optimization algorithm to adjust R9V for each tran-
sient. The model differential equations were integrated numerically
using a Gear algorithm.
Model A is found to yield a poor representation of the experi-
mental transients, especially in the linear portion at small times
(region 1). The failure of this model in region 1 is illustrated by the
predicted current-potential curves, shown in Fig. 6. These curves at
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the different ramp rates are separated in region 1, and not collinear as
are the experimental curves in Fig. 5. The reason for this behavior can
be appreciated by examining Eq. 12. The dominant terms in region 1
are the last two terms on the right side of this equation. When only
these terms, along with the time derivative, are included in the equa-
tion, Eq. 12 should reduce to Eq. 7, which is the equation expressing
the common behavior of the transients in region 1. However, the two
equations are not equivalent under these conditions because of the
presence of the vd2 factor in the last term of Eq. 12. Since this factor
represents chloride removal from newly generated sidewall area, it is
concluded that the new area must not be covered by a chloride layer. 
In contrast to model A, model B reduces to Eq. 7 at small times,
and therefore displays the experimentally observed common behav-
ior in region 1 for different ramp rates. Figure 7a shows a set of
potential transients at different ramp rates predicted by model B,
after fitting the kinetic parameters and the cell resistance. In Fig. 7b,
several potential transients for a ramp rate of 10 mA/cm2-s are given.
Both figures also display the experimental transients from Fig. 4 for
comparison. The values of kp and a obtained by fitting are 6 3
1027 mm/s and 4.5, respectively. It is seen that exact agreement with
the experimental transients at early times is always obtained, which
demonstrates that the predicted current-potential plots, like the
experimental ones, are collinear in region 1. The model yields good
quantitative agreement with all the experimental transients shown.
Aside from the region 1 behavior, the model potential transients pro-
duce other important features of the experimental transients: points
of inflection, extended linear portions in region 2, and accelerating
potential decays as the current approaches zero. The linearity in
region 2, and the similar slopes of the current-potential plots (Fig. 5)
in this region, are attributed to the influence of the cell ohmic resis-
tance. The rates of potential decay increase at long times because
both the area and the perimeter of the dissolving tip are reduced sig-
nificantly; according to Eq. 7 and 8, the potential must decrease more
rapidly in order to maintain the same rate of decrease of active area.
The superior effectiveness of model B relative to A is fundamen-
tally significant for the passivation mechanism. The distinction be-
tween the models lies in the meaning of the area dA/dt in Eq. 9 and 11.
In Eq. 9 (model B), dA/dt represents the rate of change of continuous-
ly dissolving area on the tunnel tip. Model A and Eq. 11, however,
view dA/dt essentially as the rate of change of passivated area. The fail-
ure of model A shows that the passivation model cannot be expressed
in terms of the rate of oxide coverage, even though it may be intuitive-
ly appealing to do so. Instead, it should be written in terms of the rate
of removal of the chloride layer from the active surface. This latter
process must then be the rate-determining step in passivation.
As discussed above, the cell resistance was adjusted individual-
ly in fitting the various potential transients. When instead a single-
cell resistance is used for all the transients, generally poor agree-
ment with the experimental measurements is obtained.24 The stan-
dard deviation of the fit cell resistances is 0.36 V-cm2, which agrees
very closely with the standard deviation of the measured cell resis-
tance, 0.38 V-cm2. 22 Hence, the presently observed variability of
R9V is exactly as should be expected, if RV in fact represents the cell
resistance. The differences between the transients in Fig. 4b and 7b
are therefore due to small variations of RV between experiments.
After ohmic correction using R9V, the standard deviation of the ini-
tial potential variation is only 6.4 mV, compared to 18 mV without
this correction. The small variation of the initial potential between
experiments (Et 5 20.773 V 6 3 mV [95% confidence interval])
suggests that stable tunnel growth is associated with a very narrow
range of potentials. 
As described above, desorption in region 2 is considered to occur
directly from the perimeter of the adsorbed layer. An alternative
model in which it takes place from sites within the adlayer, followed
by vacancy diffusion to the perimeter, is described by Sinha.24 The
quality of the fit by this model to the experimental potential tran-
sients is quite good, similar to that obtained with model B. Howev-
er, model B is favored since as discussed above it is considered that
desorption in regions 1 and 2 should occur from distinct sites.
Figure 6. Current-potential curves predicted by model A after fitting kinet-
ic parameters and cell resistance to experimental potential transients in
Fig. 4a. Potentials are corrected using the measured value of the cell ohmic
resistance.
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After the kinetic parameters had been established by fitting, the
model was used to predict the decrease of the tunnel width with time
during the current ramp. Equation 13 is used for this purpose, but w(t)
is treated as an unknown variable rather than assuming that it follows
the current balance (Eq. 2). The potential transient in the experiment
for which w is to be predicted was fit to a fifth-order polynomial,
which is used to evaluate E and dE/dt in Eq. 13. The model equation
then becomes a first-order linear differential equation in w(t)
[15]dw
dt
k F
RT
E E k dE
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w5 2 2
a
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2p t 0 s
texp ( )
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where Eq. 14 is used to determine Et. This equation was integrated
numerically. The initial condition for w is the tunnel width at the
time when the ramp was initiated, and was taken from measurements
of individual tunnels from Fig. 3. Predicted width profiles are shown
in Fig. 8, along with the experimentally measured profiles and those
calculated by enforcing the current balance (Eq. 2) in each tunnel.
Overall, the agreement with the width measurements is good, but not
appreciably different from their agreement with the current balance
calculation. Nevertheless, this calculation is important to show con-
sistency between the width measurements and the model.
The modeling results may be used to explain the observation that
the widths of short tunnels do not change during their growth at con-
stant applied current. As mentioned earlier, steady tunnel growth at
constant current is associated with an Et value close to 20.773 V. At
this potential, the contribution of the Tafel term in Eq. 15 to the rate
of decrease of tunnel width is 0.078 mm/s, much smaller than the dis-
solution velocity of 2.1 mm/s. Since Et and hR are directly related by
Eq. 5, the previous calculation of hR shows that Et decreases by less
than 1 mV during growth of a tunnel up to a length of 15 mm.12 An
even larger 5 mV decrease of Et would increase the Tafel term to only
0.17 mm/s. Because the predicted hR changes slowly with tunnel
length, the time derivative term in Eq. 15 would be even less signifi-
cant than the Tafel term. Therefore, it is clear that there should be no
significant change of the size of the active tip surface during the
growth of short tunnels. Apparently, the driving force for chloride
desorption from the tip during tunnel growth is very small. The con-
stant tunnel width is then expected from the kinetic model.
Conclusions
The present work, coupled with that of Tak et al.7,8 has provided
a detailed picture of the dynamics of passivation in aluminum etch
tunnels. In both current step and current ramp experiments, tunnel
morphology studies have allowed the time-dependent geometry of
oxide film coverage to be inferred. In this work, mathematical de-
scriptions of passivation have been formulated from analysis of
potential transients and tunnel width profiles during ramp experi-
ments. The models are based on knowledge of the concentration and
potential at the dissolving surface during passivation, which was
Figure 7. Comparison of experimental potential transients (solid lines) with
those predicted by model B (dashed lines). (a, top) Potential transients for
various current ramp rates. (b, bottom) Several transients at a ramp rate of
10 mA/cm2-s. Potentials are corrected using the measured value of the cell
ohmic resistance.
Figure 8. Comparison of measured tunnel widths during ramps with predic-
tions by model B. Symbols are width data and lines model calculations. Solid
lines and solid symbols represent 20 mA/cm2-s experiments and dashed lines
and open symbols 10 mA/cm2-s experiments.
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determined with the help of transport models. The rate of decrease
of the active area is found to be composed of two additive contribu-
tions, one term proportional to the time derivative of the potential
and the other term a Tafel-type rate expression in terms of the poten-
tial itself. Thus, the importance of the potential as the controlling
variable for passivation is reinforced. Specifically, the potential dri-
ving force is the “repassivation overpotential,” which is the differ-
ence between the local potential at the dissolving surface and the
value of the repassivation potential there. While it is premature to
generalize this finding, a critical repassivation potential is found in
many different metal-electrolyte systems exhibiting localized corro-
sion, and the present model offers a simple explanation for its sig-
nificance. It is also consistent with other empirical ideas that pit sta-
bility is favored by factors such as high potentials and high chloride
ion concentrations in the pit.1 Critical acidification as a criterion for
pit stability is not supported by the present results, although it may
apply to pitting in solutions of higher pH for which oxide precipita-
tion is possible.2 It is found here that passivation can be modeled
most effectively in physical terms by desorption of chloride ions
from an adsorbed layer on the dissolving surface. The presence of
such a layer during dissolution is consistent with recent STM stud-
ies of other systems.13-21
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Appendix
This Appendix describes the calculation of the potential correction ELJ 1
ER(Ct) 2 ER(Cb) in Eq. 5. This correction is given by 
[A-1]
where the first two terms on the right side represent ELJ, and the 0.0337 factor
is the empirical parameter B in Eq. 1.12 The conductivity, transference number,
and activity coefficient are experimentally derived functions of concentration.
Hence, the concentration profile in the tunnel must first be found in order to
calculate the potential correction. Equation A-1 models the tunnel in terms of
a one-dimensional rectangular coordinate system with position coordinate z.
The concentration profile is obtained by solving the diffusion equation in
the tunnel, given previously for this coordinate system as12
[A-2]
where x is the reduced position coordinate in tunnels, x 5 z/(vdt). z 5 x 5 0
refers to the tunnel mouth and z 5 vdt and x 5 1 to the tunnel tip. u and t rep-
resent dimensionless concentration and time, respectively. Their definitions
are u 5 C/Cb, and t 5 (idt 02vdt)/(3FDCb). N is a dimensionless parameter,
N 5 (rt o2)/(CbM), which is related to the ratio of the aluminum concentration
in the metal to that in the solution. Equation A-2 models the tunnel solution
as an AlCl3 binary electrolyte, which is valid because hydrogen ions are dri-
ven out of the tunnel by migration.12 The term on the left side of Eq. A-2
accounts for transient changes in concentration in the tunnel, and the first
term on the right side represents convection effects, due to both the moving
boundary at the tunnel tip and to the flow of liquid into the volume vacated
by metal dissolution. The second term on the right side of Eq. A-2 is due to
the diffusion of the binary electrolyte. When N is large and t is small, the
concentration profile is nearly the same as the steady-state profile at a given
tunnel length. The boundary conditions for Eq. A-2 are
u(x 5 0) 5 1
[A-3]
According to the first condition, the bulk solution is taken to be an AlCl3
solution with the same chloride ion concentration as that of the HCl etchant,
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0∫ but with Al13 ions substituted for H1 ions. The second condition expressesthe continuity of the rates of production of Al13 ions by dissolution and theirtransport into the solution. It is assumed that the ramp is initiated after a 5 s
period at constant applied current.
Equation A-2 and A-3 were solved numerically using the D03PHF sub-
routine of the NAG library (method of lines using spatial discretization with
finite differences). In the calculation, the etching temperature is 708C, and the
chloride concentration in the etchant bath is 1 N. The value of N is 240. The
fractional current ramp rate is vR 5 1.0 s21, corresponding to a current ramp
of 40 mA/cm2-s. Figure A-1 shows the components of the potential correc-
tion as a function of time during the ramp: ohmic overpotential (first term in
the right side of Eq. A-1) and concentration overpotential (sum of remaining
two terms). While the magnitudes of these overpotentials are as large as 40
mV, their sum is no greater than 2 mV during the ramp. This potential cor-
rection is smaller than 1 mV if pseudo-steady state diffusion in the tunnel is
assumed.12 Thus, in the ramp experiments, nearly pseudo-steady diffusion is
maintained even in the presence of transient effects due to the current ramp
and tunnel growth. The potential correction in Eq. A-1 can be assumed to be
zero with the introduction of only a small error of 1 or 2 mV.
List of Symbols
A active tunnel tip area, cm2
A0 active tunnel tip area at start of current ramp, cm2
C binary electrolyte concentration, mol/cm3
Ct binary electrolyte concentration at tunnel tip, mol/cm3
Cb binary electrolyte concentration in bulk solution, mol/cm3
D binary electrolyte diffusion coefficient, cm2/s
E measured potential corrected with cell ohmic resistance of
2.17 V-cm2, V
ER repassivation potential of aluminum, V
Et measured potential corrected for true cell ohmic resistance, V
E0 potential parameter in passivation rate expression, V
F Faraday’s constant, 96,487 C/equiv
f6 mean molar activity coefficient of an electrolyte
ia applied current density, A/cm2
ia0 applied current density at start of current ramp, A/cm2
id tunnel dissolution current density (3Fvdr/M), A/cm2
kp passivation rate constant, cm/s
ks passivation rate constant, V21
L tunnel length, cm
M atomic mass of aluminum, g/mol
N dimensionless parameter in binary electrolyte diffusion equation
R gas constant, 8.314 J/mol-K
Figure A-1. Ohmic and concentration overpotentials in tunnel during current
ramp. Ramp rate of 40 mA/cm2-s applied after 5 s of etching at constant
applied current.
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RV cell ohmic resistance, V-cm2
R9V difference between cell ohmic resistance and reference value of
2.17 V-cm2
T absolute temperature, K
t time, s
t01, t
0
2 cation and anion transference numbers of binary electrolyte
vd metal dissolution velocity in tunnel, cm/s
vR current ramp rate divided by initial current, s21
w width of tunnel tip surface, cm
w0 width of tunnel tip surface at start of current ramp, cm
x reduced position coordinate along tunnel axis, dimensionless
z position coordinate along tunnel axis, cm
Greek
a transfer coefficient, dimensionless
hR repassivation overpotential, V
k solution conductivity, (V-cm)21
mt2, m
b
2 electrochemical potentials of chloride ions at the tunnel tip and in
bulk solution, J/mol
u binary electrolyte concentration, dimensionless
r density of metal, g/cm3
t time, dimensionless
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